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   Remove original air cleaner 

 Install Ram Air System

PARTS  LIST

NISSAN SKYLINE GT-R BNR34 RB26DETT

Installation Instructions

Thank you for buying the GruppeM Ram Air System
Before installation, verify that you have all of the parts in the Parts List on the right.

CAUTION
- Do not install on a road or other place that could interfere with automobile or pedestrian traffic.
- Park on flat, horizontal ground with the emergency brake on, to prevent the vehicle from rolling.
Remove the key from t he ignition and let the engine cool down completely before beginning 
installation.
- Wear work clothes suitable for the job.  When necessary, wear protective gloves and glasses.
- After installation, regular maintenance is necessary.  Periodically check for realignment, clearance, 
and tightening of all
  components.
- GruppeM Inc. will not be held responsible for installations to any motor vehicle model other than the 
one specified.
- Keep these instructions in a safe place after using them.

 Speeding and reckless driving are completely unacceptable.  Please use this product with care, 
following all traffic regulations.

Introductory duct case

filter

Air chamber

V-clamp
wrench

1: Remove wiring of an air mass sensor and remove an original cleaner the whole cleaner case.
(An air mass sensor is also removed together)

2: Also remove the bracket for original cleaner
 case fixation attached to the headlight reverse side.

3: Remove an air mass sensor from an original case.

* There is almost no crevice on the characteristic of a product.
Because you may be unable to equip if wearing procedures differ, please be sure to attach in the following procedure.

1: Attach the air mass sensor removed from an original case to an air chamber, respectively.
(Please carry out direction of an air mass sensor as in a figure.)

2: Arrange an introductory duct case, V-Clamp, and an filter to
   an engine room beforehand.

3: A plug band fastens the air mass sensor attached by
    "1" to original intake hose, respectively.

4: Fix by V-clamp on both sides of an filter between an air chamber and an introductory duct case.

5: Stop with a clip like original in the feed port part of an introductory duct case.

6: Attach wiring of an air mass sensor, respectively.
* Be cautious of clearance with a bonnet before shutting a bonnet.
* Please do periodical each part increase bundle check.

The bonnet  made from carbon cannot  be at tached.
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